DigestPro Enzymes
Enzymes for the proper digestion of protein supplements
DigestPro Enzymes is a proprietary blend of enzymes that helps support the efficient digestion and absorption of protein supplements consumed as a shake or liquid meal. It is effective with pea, whey, soy, egg, casein, and hemp, although not with rice protein.
Protein digestion is initiated in the stomach; however, liquid protein supplements (such as
protein shakes) pass through the stomach more quickly than solid meals. Less time in
the stomach means less time for digestion. Additionally, many individuals have digestion that
is less than optimal due to their inability at times to produce sufficient digestive enzymes
or an occasional altered stomach pH. Proteins that are not digested properly cannot be
absorbed into the body properly, and may lead to occasional gastrointestinal discomfort,
including gas or bloating, potential food sensitivities to proteins, and an alteration of the gut
flora. DigestPro Enzymes works efficiently to enhance the digestion of supplemental protein
and, therefore, supports its absorption and maximizes its health benefits.

DigestPro Enzymes may help to:
• Those seeking full benefit from protein supplements
• Anyone with occasional suboptimal digestion
• Athletes or those wanting to maintain or gain muscle mass
• Individuals with muscle loss related to medical treatment or advancing age

Benefits of DigestPro Enzymes
•
•
•
•

Helps break down the most popular protein supplements
Degrades protein peptides (building blocks of protein) responsible for GI discomfort typically
associated with undigested protein
Works rapidly; assists the body in quickly and effectively
absorbing more protein, which equals better use of protein

Recommended Use:
As a dietary supplement, take one capsule just
before or with each serving of any protein supplement, or as directed by your health care practitioner. (Not intended for use with rice protein
supplements.)

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent
any disease.

TO CONTACT EVEXIA NUTRACEUTICALS, PLEASE CALL US AT (888) 852-2723,
OR VISIT AT WWW.EVEXIANUTRACEUTICALS.COM.
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